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The UK has a productivity problem. The size of the problem is well understood, even if the exact 

causes are not. If output across the economy per hour worked had stayed on its pre-recession path 

productivity would have been 16% in 2014. Data from the Office of National Statistics also point to a 

widening gulf in the UK’s productivity performance compared with our competitors in the developed 

world. 

If the UK’s productivity growth in the next decade looks anything like the lacklustre growth rates 

achieved since 2008, then the UK will face slower long-term growth, depressed wage growth and 

slower than hoped for improvements in living standards. 

 

 

 

 The UK will not achieve sustainable growth and improvements in living 
standards without an improvement in productivity over the next five years. 
 

 Short term gains will be most easily achieved from the firms and sectors with a 
good track record of strong productivity growth – this includes manufacturing, 
which could account for 40% of productivity gains over the next 10 years. 
 

 Government policy can be an enabler of stronger productivity growth by 
prioritising resources towards improving skills, raising innovation levels and 
creating a competitive tax system for investment in new technologies. Barriers 
to securing greater productivity gains can also be dismantled.  
 

 Businesses must also play their part by investing strategically, collaborating with 
supply chains and developing the skills and capabilities of their workforce. 
 

 Some areas of government spending are critical to improving the productivity of 
all businesses.  Infrastructure investment must not suffer in forthcoming 
spending reviews. Longer term productivity gains will also need to come from 
spreading best practice from the private sector to public services. 
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Economists can point to a number of structural and cyclical factors that economists can point to in 

an attempt to explain the underlying causes of the UK’s productivity weakness – declining activity in 

high productivity sectors such as financial services and North Sea extraction; long-term 

underinvestment; an inefficient allocation of resources resulting from the financial crisis; 

comparatively high levels of labour and wage flexibility; a fall in the creative destruction of firms 

following the recession and unprecedented growth in self-employment.  

This paper highlights some of the lesser-discussed areas of strength – particularly the UK’s growing 

manufacturing sector – and a potential path to a more productive future for our economy. 

Manufacturing –  a more productive past 

In the post-war period manufacturing productivity, as measured by output hour, has increased 

almost twice as fast as in the whole economy – 2.8% compared to 1.5%, as shown in the chart 

below. Levels of output per job are also around a fifth higher, according to official data. 

Output per hour, 1948=100 

 
Source: ONS 

The UK manufacturing sector is by no means unique in this respect. Across the developed world, 

pre-recession and post-recession manufacturing has a better track record in improving productivity 

than the whole economy average.    
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Growth in output per hour  

 2000-07 2007-2011 

 Whole economy Manufacturing Whole economy Manufacturing 

US 2.1 6.1 1.5 3.9 

Canada 1.0 1.0 0.6 0.8 

Japan 1.6 3.8 1.3 2.5 

South Korea 4.2 8.1 4.1 4.1 

France 1.4 3.3 0.3 1.2 

Germany 1.7 4.3 0.0 -1.5 

Italy 0.3 0.9 0.0 0.2 

Netherlands 1.6 3.8 0.0 1.2 

Spain 0.6 2.9 1.9 3.1 

UK 2.3 4.5 -0.1 2.2 

Source: Bureau of Labour Statistics 

Critically for the UK, the perception of a dwindling industrial sector lagging behind competitors in 

terms of growth and productivity is now a story of bygone days. In the years leading up to the 

financial crisis UK manufacturers were increasing rates of productivity growth in line with the best in 

the developed world, catching up and converging with the G7 pack. And since 2007 the sector 

appears to have remained out in front of most of our European neighbours. 

Manufacturing – a key contributor to a more productive future  

“Innovation and global market integration are key drivers of productivity gains” 

OECD, Going for Growth (2015) 

Many of the critical contributors to stronger productivity growth are evident in manufacturing.  

 A higher degree of export intensity exposes firms to competition, pushing them to be more 
productive and can be a spur to improve management capability 

Manufacturers are more than twice as likely to be exporters than firms in other sectors1 
 

 Investment in innovation leads to the development of new products, processes and services 
and support the exploitation of new technologies 

Manufacturers’ investment in R&D is six times higher than their output share of the economy 
 

 Investment in modern machinery and ICT improves efficiency and accelerates the diffusion 
of technology. 

Manufacturers’ investment in machinery is three times higher than their output share of the 
economy 

 

 Higher skills levels are associated with more productive sectors and firms. 
Between 2000 and 2013 the proportion of hours worked in manufacturing by employees with 
no qualifications has halved and the share worked by employees with a degree has increased 
by nearly 60% 

                                                           
1 Community Innovation Survey 
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Manufacturers are not content to stand still when it comes to productivity within their business.  

 “69% of EEF members were expecting to raise productivity levels in 2015” 

EEF Executive Survey (2015) 

In a recent survey of EEF members, an overwhelming majority will continue to invest in at least some 

of these areas to improve productivity within their business. 

% of companies citing areas they are planning to invest in order to improve productivity 

 

Source: EEF Investment Monitor 2015 

We need to break with recent trends if the UK is to enter a new decade of sustained growth, good 

jobs and improving living standards. This will require a three-pronged attack from government and 

businesses.  

1. Levelling up – securing further productivity improvements from manufacturers and reducing 
the gap between the weakest and the strongest performing businesses. 
 

2. A greater focus on the most productive sectors – reducing barriers to growth for 
manufacturers and supporting stronger expansion of this higher-productivity sector. 
 

3. Getting the basics right and sharing best practice – some areas of government spending are 
proven productivity props for all sectors and can support the spread of good practice. 

 

Longer term there will inevitably be further gains to be had from a greater emphasis on encouraging 

new business start-ups, many of which will have low levels of productivity initially, and supporting 

the dispersion of productivity enhancing business models and practices to the public sector. 

Achieving the potential gains from this route will take a long time, however.  
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Levelling up 

The difference between output per hour across different firms in the same sector is as significant for 

overall productivity levels as is the difference between sectors.  Action by firms and support by 

existing policy levers can help reduce firm level disparities. Moreover, as manufacturers strive to 

make productivity gains, government support can amplify the benefits to the economy. 

KEY ISSUES POLICY RESPONSE 

 
Investing in automation. There is still an 
insufficient focus across much of the 
manufacturing supply chain, particularly among 
SMEs, on advanced automation. Over a third of 
large companies will invest in automation 
technology to drive productivity gains in the 
next two years, but this falls to around one in 
ten of the smallest companies2. 

 
Tax. The capital allowances regime has become 
too unstable and unpredictable. The AIA should 
be set permanently at £250,000 and the main 
writing down rates should be reformed to 
reflect depreciation.   
Other parts of the tax system, such as the 
structure of business rates, must not act as a 
disincentive to new investment. 
 

 
“Robotics and Autonomous Systems has the potential to increase manufacturing capability in 
the UK by as much as a fifth and will support the creation of a highly skilled workforce for a 
knowledge based economy.” 

BIS Press Release (March 2015)3 
 
Skill shortages. Too many companies are 
making do without the right skills in their 
business. While 90% of large companies and 
41% of small companies have a dedicated 
training budget, many still need to access talent 
globally to plug immediate gaps. 

 
Immigration. Migration policy for the UK needs 
to be refocused to ensure companies can easily 
recruit skilled employees from outside of 
Europe; can access international graduates, 
whether from the UK or non-UK HE institutions; 
and are not faced with new costs associated 
with bringing in talent from other EU countries. 

 
Better innovation outcomes. Manufacturers’ 
innovation budgets have been resilient in the 
face of economic challenges. But more than a 
quarter feel they are falling behind competitor 
and success is held back by a lack of access to 
facilities and expertise. 

 
World class innovation infrastructure. The 
Catapult network is a critical network of 
institutions that can help join companies up 
with researchers, cutting edge technologies and 
other companies in their supply chain. They are 
also helping to anchor the R&D activity of 
multinational companies. These must be 
adequately funded by government and 
businesses. 
 

 
“Innovation was responsible for 63% of the improvement in labour productivity between 2000-
8” 

NESTA – source to be added 
 

                                                           
2 EEF (2015) Investing in Productivity: Investment Monitor 
3 BIS Press notice: Government wants UK to lead global robotics technology, March 23rd 2015 
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A greater focus on the most productive sectors  

With its track record of stronger productivity growth, a faster growing manufacturing sector will help 

the UK close the gap with competitors. Manufacturing has staged a solid, but at times stuttering, 

recovery in the past five years.  

 

Source: ONS and EEF calculations 

More companies investing more heavily in innovation, technology and skills, collaborating with their 

supply chain and selling new technological solutions to the rest of the world supports a virtuous 

circle of sustainable growth and stronger productivity across the economy.   

KEY ISSUES POLICY RESPONSE 

 
Capitalising on new and emerging 
technologies. UK companies are already taking 
a lead globally in sectors such as automotive, 
pharmaceuticals and process technologies. The 
UK needs to retain its international reputation 
in these capabilities and remain open to new 
innovations emerging from universities and 
businesses.  

 
Collaborative government. In some emerging 
opportunities, such as those which respond to 
climate change or security needs, no one 
company will commercialise technology alone. 
A government which prioritises science and 
innovation support in areas which deliver long 
term gains as part of its industrial strategy will 
help secure investment and anchor vital supply 
chains. 
Accelerating the development of new ideas 
from businesses can also be spurred with 
internationally competitive R&D tax credits and 
an open approach to innovation engagement 
with European partners.   
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Building the skills pipeline. Half of 
manufacturers say the most important policy to 
support their future growth is improving the 
supply of skills4. Independent research makes a 
strong case for apprenticeship training as a 
route to a skilled workforce and higher 
productivity.  

 
Apprenticeships. The government is already 
committed to driving up the number of 
apprenticeship starts by 50% over this 
parliament. This argues for funding to be 
maintained and for government to press ahead 
with plans to channel funding to employers 
through vouchers and put them in the driving 
seat on apprenticeship frameworks. 
 

 
“The impact of skills on productivity is more pronounced in countries where Vocational 
Education and Training is based on apprenticeship training.”  

European Centre for the Development of Vocational Training, 20145 
 
 
Financing growth. The proportion of companies 
accessing external finance is still falling even as 
investment plans have recovered. The legacy of 
the financial crisis continues to cast a shadow 
over small businesses and many still see limited 
options outside of the main banks – despite 
growth in some areas, such as asset finance.   
Longstanding and structural weakness in the 
financing options for SMEs will put a cap on 
future growth.  

 
Competition and non-bank finance. SMEs need 
more financing options between the main 
banks and outside of the traditional banking 
sector. The government must implement the 
recommendations of the Competition and 
Markets Authority to improve competition in 
the business current account market. 
The Business Bank must also continue to be 
supported in its efforts to diversify non-bank 
lending, especially into new areas, such as 
mezzanine. 
The Corporate Venturing Scheme should be 
reintroduced to encourage large companies to 
invest in new enterprises with growth potential. 
 

 
Supporting capacity expansion. New investors 
and growing businesses need space and 
facilities to grow. The UK stands alone in the 
G20 with a lack of support, through the tax 
system, for businesses investing in new 
premises.  Firms’ growth plans are also 
hampered by overly restrictive planning laws.  

 
Tax and planning. The UK should reintroduce 
capital allowances for new industrial 
developments. This would support firms 
planning to grow and ensure more 
manufacturers are operating in facilities that 
are fit for modern production practices.  
Extensions to existing factories within site 
boundaries should be treated as permissible 
development and given fast-track 
environmental approvals. 
 

 

 

 

                                                           
4 EEF (2014) Backing Britain: A manufacturing base for the future  
5 CEDEFOP (2014) Macroeconomic benefits of vocational education and training, Research Paper No. 40 
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Getting the basics right and sharing best practice 

The UK has many strengths which have underpinned economic growth and job creation, such as 

flexible labour markets, a strong competition regime and openness to the rest of the world for both 

trade and investment purposes. These advantages must be maintained. But there are many areas in 

which we have lagged historically and we are feeling the cumulative impacts on productivity from a 

lack of investment in infrastructure, for example.   

There are a number of other priorities that should be implemented in order to drive up productivity 

across all business sectors in the economy. Further delays in some of these areas, will undermine 

future growth.  

KEY ISSUES POLICY RESPONSE 

 
The right infrastructure investment at the right 
time.  Manufacturers are clear on their 
priorities, with the strategic road network 
(65%), broadband (43%), local roads (38%), 
energy supply (31%) and international air links 
(28%) making up their top 5 priorities for 
investment.  All of these areas contribute to 
improved access to export markets, more 
efficient supply chains and facilitating the 
digitalisation of businesses and government 
services. 
 

 
Long term investment decisions. The 
government is required to balance affordability 
of infrastructure investment and support to 
longer-term growth. This means driving ahead 
with the road investment strategy, 
implementing the recommendation of the 
Airports Commission and strategic planning of 
UK infrastructure requirements beyond this 
parliament.  

 
“Access to infrastructure such as energy, transport, and telecommunications greatly influences 
the productivity of private investment and an economy’s competitiveness. In advanced 
economies as well, infrastructure modernization needs to be part of a strategy for longer-term 
growth”. 

World Bank (2014) 
 
 
Compliance costs. Most businesses still regard 
the burden of regulation as an obstacle to 
business success, and nearly half believe that 
the burden of regulation will increase in the 
next year. On average businesses, spend 5.7 
staff days a month dealing with one specific 
type of regulatory compliance. This represents 
a considerable direct burden on business and a 
loss of capacity which could be available for 
activity which added direct business value. 
 

 
Deregulation. To significantly reduce the 
burden of regulation government should widen 
the scope of the better regulation agenda to 
include the burden of tax and tax related 
administration. All elements of Government 
policy should be employer-friendly. For 
example, modern slavery reporting is intended 
to apply to larger organisations, but they are 
expected to cascade this through their supply 
chains, which will inevitably result in further 
burdens 

 
Sharing best practice. The diffusion of new 
technologies and business models across 
different sectors can be better enabled through 
local networks. Access to good quality advice 
and more awareness raising of support 

 
LEPs and Growth Hubs. The new business 
support hubs have the potential to provide 
valuable signposting for growing businesses and 
facilitate better networking within and across 
sectors to disseminate best practice. This joins 
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schemes can also help businesses overcome 
growth challenges. 

up the private sector with LEPs as they invest in 
improving the local environment. 

 
Raising our export performance. Exporting 
businesses are more productive. Exporters 
however face a range of challenges, which can 
vary with experience, export markets and size. 
Therefore they require broad support from 
government which reflects the varying needs of 
businesses. 

 
Export support. Current support provided by 
UKTI helps overcome a number of the barriers 
exporters face. Government should maintain 
the breadth and stability of support, whilst 
ensuring consistent quality of provision, 
delivery of which this will require a predictable 
funding stream. UK Export Finance should also 
look at how it can better support firms’ export 
campaigns in new markets.  
 

 

Messages for government and for manufacturers  

Government policy, targeted in the right areas, can shift the trajectory of the UK’s productivity 

performance. In the short-term one of the most important actions from government will be to resist 

an across-the-board tariff cut for all unprotected departments and prioritise investment in future 

technology, infrastructure and skills above service spending.  This will support higher productivity 

sectors to make further gains, invest and expand in the UK. 

Longer term, efforts need to extend towards other structural changes that would have productivity 

benefits, such as supporting new business creation that has the potential to drive both economic 

and employment growth and public sector productivity improvements. 

“Reallocation of resources in the face of adjustment is key to achieving higher growth. 

Governments need to improve policy settings in competition and innovation to facilitate the entry 

of new firms and the smooth reallocation of capital and labour towards the most productive firms 

and sectors.” 

OECD Going for Growth (2015) 

Ultimately, the private sector will deliver the lion’s share of the UK’s productivity improvements. 

Manufacturers must maximise the investment in research and innovation by working with the 

science base and engaging with Catapult Centres and their supply chain. Plans to investment more in 

management capabilities in response to the growing complexity of modern, globally focussed 

businesses must be sustained. And manufacturers must be fully involved with developing 

apprenticeships and engaging with young people about industrial career opportunities. 

 

“95% of companies have investment plans in place to support productivity growth in the next two 

years” 
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